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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper observes a job search problem on a partially observable Markov chain, 
which can be considered as an extension of a job search in a dynamic economy in [1]. This problem 
is formulated as the state changes according to a partially observable Markov chain, i.e., the current 
state cannot be observed but there exists some information regarding what a present state is. All 
information about the unobservable state are summarized by the probability distributions on the 
state space, and we employ the Bayes' theorem as a learning procedure. The total positivity of order 
two, or simply TP2, is a fundamental property to investigate s quential decision problems, and it also 
plays an important role in the Bayesian learning procedure for a partially observable Markov process. 
By using this property, we consider some relationships among prior and posterior information, and 
the optimal policy. "We will also observe the probabilities to make a transition into each state after 
some additional transitions by employing the optimal policy. In the stock market, suppose that the 
states correspond to the business ituation of one company and if there is a state designating the 
default, then the problem is what time the stocks are sold off before bankrupt, and the probability 
to become bankrupt will be also observed. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Par t ia l l y  observable Markov chain, Total positivity, Job search problem. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
This paper  will observe a job search prob lem on a part ia l ly  observable Markov chain and will 
consider the probabi l i ty  to make a t rans i t ion into each state  after some addit ional  t rans i t ions 
by employ ing the  opt imal  policy. This is one of the opt imal  s topp ing prob lems and can be 
considered as an extens ion of a job search in a dynamic  economy discussed by L ippmann and 
MacCal l  [1]. For instance,  in economics,  we consider that  the condi t ions of economy are div ided 
into some classes, and assume them to be gett ing worse. Let us assume that  these condit ions 
are not d irect ly  observable. That  is, it cannot  be known which one of these classes it is now, 
but  there  is some in format ion regarding what  a present  class is. When each s tate  of this Markov 
chain cor responds  the class of the economy, we suppose that  the  wages of a job are a random 
variable depend ing  on these classes. Differing from the case in [1], the s tate  changes according 
to a part ia l ly  observable Markov chain. On the other  hand,  in the stock market ,  we consider 
these classes to correspond to the business i tuat ion of one company,  i.e., these condi t ions can be 
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estimated through the stock price of this company in the stock market. Since the stock price is 
observable, the problem is what time the stocks are sold off. For a job search problem in which 
the current state is observable, it is known that the maximization is achieved by classifying all 
possible job offers into two mutually exclusive classes, and the wage of a job offer that separates 
these two classes is called the reservation wage. It is not, however, always true for this problem 
since the state of the chain is unobservable for the decision maker. 
All information about the unobservable state is summarized by probability distributions on the 
state space, and we employ the Bayes' theorem as a learning procedure. The total positivity of 
order two, or simply TP2, is a fundamental property to investigate sequential decision problems, 
and it also plays an important role in the Bayesian learning procedure for a partially observable 
Markov process. By using this property, we consider some relationships among prior and posterior 
informations, the optimal policy and the probabilities to make a transition into each state. The 
properties of this TP2 are also investigated by Karlin and McGregor [2], Karlin [3], Karlin and 
Rinott [4], and by others regarding the stochastic processes. 
In order to observe these probabilities when we employ the Bayes' theorem as a learning 
procedure, we will start to reconsider a job search in a dynamic economy to compare the properties 
of this problem on a partially observable Markov chain. In Section 2, we summarize the properties 
of a job search problem when the state of the chain is directly observable. It will be shown that, 
the probabilities to make a transition into each state after some additional transitions is TP2. 
In Section 3, we will investigate the probabilities to make a transition into each state when the 
state changes according to a partially observable Markov chain. We will also observe the similar 
probabilities by employing the optimal policy of the job search problem. Suppose that the State i
represents the class of the business ituation of one company (i E {I, 2 , . . . ,  K}), and we specially 
suppose that the State K designates the default. Then the problem is what time the stocks 
are sold off before bankrupt, and the probability to become bankrupt is also observed by these 
considerations. 
2. JOB SEARCH IN  A DYNAMIC  ECONOMY 
2.1. Opt ima l  Po l i cy  and  the  Expected  Reward  
Consider a finite state Markov chain with the state space {1,2, . . . ,  K} with the transition 
probability P = (Pij)i, j=l,2 ..... K. The job search is a problem to find a job in order to maximize the 
expected reward without recall, and the jobs appear one at a time in sequential order. When each 
State i of this Markov chain corresponds the class of economy, let X~ be a nonnegative real valued 
random variable representing the wage of a job associated to this condition (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  K). 
When the decision-maker knows what a present state is, Lippmann and MacCall [1] considered 
this problem in a dynamic economy under two conditions (1) and (2): 
(1) X~ is stochastically increasing in i, i.e., Fl(X) > F2(x) >_ . . .  > FK(X) for all x, 
(2) ~Y=k P~J is increasing in i for all k (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  K). 
In this paper, we treat this job search problem under an uncertainty condition, i.e., the state 
of this chain cannot be observed irectly. Since the TP2 plays an important role in the Bayesian 
learning procedure, we introduce two assumptions concerning the transition probability and the 
distribution function of X~ as Assumptions 1 and 2 (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  K),  which are the differences 
to the Lippmann and MacCall's case. These nonnegative random variables X, are absolutely 
continuous with the density function f~(z)  (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,K ) .  It is possible to generalize this 
problem for a partially observable Markov process as is observed by Nakai [5], and also apply 
it to the sequential decision problems (see [6-8] and so on). In Definition 1, we introduce a 
stochastic relation among random variables defined on a complete separable metric space with 
total order >_. 
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DEFINITION 1. Suppose that two random variables X and Y have the respective probability 
density functions f (x )  and g(x). If f (y)g(x)  <_ f (x)g(y)  for all x and y where x >_ y, then X is 
said to be greater than Y by means of the likelihood ratio, or simply X ~_ Y.  
DEFINITION 2. Suppose that there is a K • K matrix A = (aij)~,j=l,2 ..... K. I f  
aik all >_ 0 
ajk ajl 
for all i, j, k and l where i <_ j and k <_ l (i, j, k, 1 = 1, 2, . . . ,  K) ,  then this matrix A is said to be 
total positive of order two, or simply TP2. 
It is easy to show that the order defined by Definition 1 is a part ial  order, and it is also said 
to be TP2. In order to investigate the problem treated here, we introduce the fo]Iowing two 
assumptions. Since we employ the Bayes' theorem as the learning procedure, these assumptions 
are necessary to analyze this problem. 
ASSUMPTION" 1. I f  k < l, then Xk >-_ Xl (k,l = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  K) ,  i.e., Xi  is decreasing with respect 
to i by means of the Iikelihood ratio. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The transition probability matrix P = (P i j ) i , j= l ,2  . . . . .  K is TP2. 
In Assumption 1, Xk >- Xl implies that  if x > y, then fk(y) f l (x)  <_ fk(x)f l (Y)  for all k and l 
where ]~ _< l (k, l = 1, 2 . . . .  , K) ,  and this implies that X~ is stochastical ly decreasing in i. And, 
therefore, the random variable Xi takes on smaller values as i becomes larger, and an example 
of this is where State 1 represents the highest class, State 2 the second highest, . . . ,  and State K 
is the lowest class. Assumption 2 is known as TP2 for this Markov chain. This implies that 
the probabil i ty of moving from the current state to 'better '  states decreases with improvement 
in the current state. By this assumption, as the number i associated with each state becomes 
larger, the probabil i ty to make a transit ion into the lower class increases. For the state space 
{ 1 ,2 , . . . ,  K }, each state represents he class of the business ituation of one company, and suppose 
that PKK = 1 for the transit ion probabi l i ty P and X K ~ 0 with probabil i ty 1, then it is possible 
to consider that State K designates a default. 
When n jobs remain (i.e., there are n stages to go) and a wage of the currently available job 
offer is x, if this job is accepted, then a reward un(x) will be obtained. We say we are in State 
(i, x) if the economy is in State i and a wage of the currently available job offer is x. The cost c 
is necessary to search a next job offer, and we introduce a discount factor 0 < t3 < 1. Let vn(i, x) 
be a maximal 3-discount expected reward earned by the optimal policy when n jobs remain anti 
we are in State ( i ,x),  then the principle of optimal ity implies the following recursive quation of 
vn(i,z). 
j=l  
with vl ( i ,x)  = Ul(X). We assume un(x) to be an increasing function of x and n. For example, 
u~(x) = ((1 - 6n)/(1 - 6))x satisfies these conditions, and this function is an amount of the total 
sum of the capital and  interest when we make a deposit of x at an annual  interest rate of ~/for n 
years where  fi = 1 + % It is easy to show that the max imizat ion  is achieved by classifying all 
possible job offers into two mutua l ly  exclusive classes. The  wage of a job offer that separates 
these two classes is called the reservation wage, and  we denote this reservation wage as an(i) 
when n jobs remain  and  the current state of the chain is i. Under  Assumpt ions  1 and  12 and the 
assumpt ion  regarding un (x), these reservation wages  an(i) and  the maximal /3 -d iscount  expected 
reward Vn(i, X) satisfy the following properties by the induction principle. 
LEMMA 1. For any state i E {1,2 , . . .  ,K  - 1} and positive integer n, an(i) >_ C~n(i + 1), and 
a,+l( i )  >_ a~(i) for ali i E {1, 2 , . . . ,  K} and positive integer n. 
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LEMMA 2. For any state i E {1,2 , . . . ,K}  and positive integer n, v,~+l(i,x) >_ v~(i,x) and 
Vn+I( i ,x)  ~ Vn+l(i -[- 1,X) (32 > 0). ~[X. > y, then vn+l(i ,x) >_ v~+l(i,y). 
2.2. P robab i l i ty  to  Make  a T rans i t ion  into Each  Sta te  
In this section, we consider a probability to make a transition into State j after n additional 
transitions when the state of the chain can be observable in order to compare the properties of the 
job search problem on a partially observable Markov chain with this case. First, we only consider 
a change of the states of this chain. When the state of the chain is in State i, let pi*j(n) be 
the probability to make a transition into State j after n additional transitions (i, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  K 
and n = 1, 2, . . .  ). It is easy to show that the probability p*j(n) satisfies the recursive equation 
p~j(n)* = ~k=K 1 PikPkj* (n -- 1) with the initial condition p~j(1) = Pij. If we put a K • K matrix as 
P* (n) = (p.~*j(n)), then this recursive quation can be represented as P*(n) = PP* (n  - 1) with 
P*(1) =P .  
LEMMA 3. I f  the matrices A and B are TP2, then the product AB is also TP2. 
If P*(n - 1) is shown to be TP2, then the induction principle on n and Lemma 3 imply that 
P*(n) = (p~*j(n)) is TP2 since P = (pij) is TP2 by Assumption 2. 
We will next observe the similar probabilities when the decision-maker employs the optimal 
policy. When the current state is i and n jobs remain (i.e., there are n stages to go), let Pij(n~ m) 
be the probability to make a transition into State j after m additional transitions by employing 
the optimal policy ( i , j  -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,K  and m ~ n, m,n  = 1,2, . . . ) .  For this job search problem, 
since the optimal policy is determined by the reservation wages a(i, n), Fi (c~(i, n)) is a probability 
not to accept the current job offer when the state is i and n jobs remain. It is, therefore, easy to 
show that :hij (n, m) satisfies the recursive quation 
K 
Pij (n, m) = Fi (c~(i, n)) E PikPkj (n -- 1, m -- 1), 
k=l 
(2) 
with tile initial condition ~ij(n, 1) = Fi(a(i ,n))pi j .  If we put 15(n,m) = (#~j(n,m)), then 
15(n, 1) = D(FI (a(1,  n)) . . . .  , FK(C~(K, n)))P for all n (> 0), and equation (2) is equal to 
P(n ,m)  = D(F l (a (1 ,n ) ) , . . .  , FK(a(K ,n ) ) )PP(n -  1 ,m-  1), (3) 
where D(F I (a(1 ,  n ) ) , . . . ,  FK(a(K,  n))) is a diagonal matrix 
D(F I (a(1,  n ) ) , . . . ,  FK(a(K,  n))) = 
Fl(~(1,n)) o 
o F2(~(2, n)) 
0 0 FK(a(K ,n ) )  
As a corollary of Lemma 3, the following property is obtained, and this corollary implies Propo- 
sition 1 concerning P(n ,m) .  
COROLLARY 1. If a matrix A is TP2 and a D is a diagonal matrix, then DA is also TP2. 
PROPOSITION 1. P(n ,m)  = (pi j(n,m)) is TP2. 
PROOF. We employ the induction principle on m. When m = 1, Corollary 1 implies that 15(n, 1) 
is TP2 since 15(n, 1) = D(F I (a(1,  n)) . . . .  , FK(a(K,  n)))P. Assume that 15(n, m) is TP2 for all 
value less than m. Since P = (Pij) and 15(n - 1, m - 1) are TP2, equation (2) and Corollary 1 
imply that P(n,  m) = (pij(n, m)) is also TP2. | 
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3. JOB SEARCH WITH INCOMPLETE INFORMATION 
3.1. Opt ima l  Po l i cy  and  the  Expected  Reward  
Differing from the previous section, we will deal with a job search where the state cannot 
be observed irectly, i.e., we will consider this problem on a part ial ly observable Markov chain. 
Information about the unobservable state is assumed to be a probabi l i ty distr ibution It on the 
state space {1, 2 , . . . ,  K}. Let $ be a set of all information about the unobservable state of this 
chain, then 
$= I t=(gt ,#2, - - . ,PK)  #i = l, ,us _> 0 (s = l ,  2, . . . , K)  . 
i=1  
Among informations in S, we define an order by Definition 3. It is possible to generalize this order 
relation in order to investigate a part ial ly observable Markov process, and the details regarding 
this process are shown in [5,9] with the applications to the sequential decision problems. 
DEFINITION 3. For the probability distributions It and u on the set {1,2 , . . . ,  K}, if ,aj r,i > #~ l]j 
for all i and j where i < j ( i , j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,K )  and if #j ui > #it9 at least one pair of i and 3, 
then tt is said to be greater than v by means of the likelihood ratio, or simply It >- v. 
By Definition 3, if It :L-_ u, then, as j becomes larger, the ratio ,aj/~,j of the probabil it ies 
taking on the value j increases. On the other hand, since P satisfies Assumption 2, if we put 
P, = (P~I,. . . ,P~K) (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,K ) ,  then P~+I >-_ P~ for all i E {1 ,2 , . . . ,K  - 1}. 
Regarding the unobservable state of the chain, it is assumed that there exists an information 
system or an observation process to obtain information about it. Since the random variables 
{X~ I i = 1, 2 . . . . .  S} indicate the wage of a job offer depending on the unobservable state of the 
chain, it can be considered as an information system of this process, i.e., we improve information 
about the unobservable state by using a wage of a current job offer. When prior information is It, 
we first observe a wage of a current job offer depending on the state and improve information 
about it by using the Bayes' theorem as the learning procedure. After that,  we see time moving 
forward by one unit and thus this chain will make a transit ion into a new state. It is also possible 
to formulate and analyze this model by other order. If the wage of a current job offer is x, we 
improve information as it(x) = ( ,a(x) l , ,a(x)2, . . . ,  #(X)K) by employing the Byes' theorem, and, 
after changing to a new state according to P ,  prior information at the next stage will be It(x). 
For a vector valued function h(x), a monotonic property is introduced as Definition 4. 
DEFINITION 4. For a vector valued nonnegative function h(x) = (hi(x),  h2(x),.. . ,  hK(X)) Of X, 
if Z > y then h(y) >-_ h(x) (or h(x) >- h(y)),  i.e., hd(y)h~(x ) >_ hi(y)hj(x)  (or hj(y)h~(x) <_ 
h,(y)hj (x))  for all i and j where i < j ( i , j  = 1,2 . . . .  ,K) ) ,  then this function h(x) is said to be 
a decreasing (or an increasing) function of x. 
Since the random variables {Xi I i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,K}  with the density functions {f~(x) ] i = 
1, 2 . . . .  , K} satisfy Assumption 1, f(y) >- f(z)  where f(x) = ( f l (x ) , . . . ,  fK(x)) ,  and, therefore, 
f(x) is an increasing function of x. 
Regarding the relationship between prior information It and posterior information tt(x), the 
following essential properties can be obtained under Assumptions 1 and 2, which is known as 
Lemma 4 of Nakai [5] and so on. 
LEMMA 4. I f  It >- V, then It(x) ~- t,(x) and It(x) >- ~(x) for all x. For any It, then It(x) and 
it(x) is a decreasing function of x. 
Lemma 4 implies that the order relation (Definition 3) among prior information It is preserved 
in improved information It(x) and posterior information It(x). Furthermore, for the same prior 
inibrmation it, as a wage x of a job offer increases, posterior information #(x)  becomes worse by 
means of Definition 3. 
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Suppose a job search problem with prior information p about the unobservable state, and let 
v~(~, x) be a maximal 3-discount expected reward attainable when there are n stages to go and 
the currently available job offer is x (0 < 3 < 1). The principle of optimality yields the recursive 
equation of Vn(l~,x) as 
v~(l~,x) :max {un(x) ,c+/3 fo~176 (-~-(-~,y) dF-~77~(y)}, (4) 
with vl(/~,x) = E~,[Ul(X)] = fo  u l (x )dF . (x )  in which F.(x)  = EK=I #~Fi(x) is known as a 
weighted distribution function [10]. 
Put S( . ,n )  = {x l u,-,(x) >_ c + Z fo and C(t*,n) = S( . ,n )  ~, then 
these sets S(I~, n) and C(/~, n) correspond to a stopping and continuance region, respectively, for 
this job search problem. Lemma 5 is derived from the fact that/~(x) decreases as x increases. 
LEMIVIA 5. For all Iz and u where/. >- u, if h(x) is an increasing function of x, then fo  h(x) dF..  
(x) < fo  h(z) dF.(~). 
If the function v~_l(p, z) is an increasing function of z and a decreasing function of p, then 
Lemmas 4 and 5 imply 
for all x and y where x > y. Concerning two regions S(/~,n) and C(/z, n), equation (5) implies 
the following property. 
LEMIVIA 6. If  l~ >- ~' where p ,u  E S, then S(~,n) C S(p,n)  and S(#,n  + 1) C S(l~,n). 
Since S(tt, n) u C(iz, n) = {R+ = [0, oo) and S(/~,n) N C(/ . ,n)  = 0 for all /~ and n > 1, this 
lemma implies C(l*,n) C C(u,n) and C(tt, n) c C(tt, n + 1), It can be shown that v~(t*,x) 
satisfies Lemma 7 by the induction principle on n as Nakai [5] and so on. 
LEMMA 7. If l~ >-_ u where ~,u C $, then Vn(l~,x) <_ Vn(V,X). If x > y where x,y 6 ~+, then 
~,,~+~(~, ~) > .~(~,~) ~nd ~(u,x)  > v~(~,y). 
3.2. P robab i l i ty  to Make  a Trans i t ion  into Each  Sta te  
Similar to Section 2.2, we will consider a probability to make a transition into State j after n 
additional transitions when the state changes according to a partially observable Markov chain. 
Initially, we observe these probabilities leaving the decision and the learning procedure regarding 
the unobservable state in order to consider these probabilities in sequential order. When prior 
information about the unobservable state is ~, let P*(~u, m) = (P*(~, m) l , . . . ,  P*(p,  re)K) be a 
probability vector to make a transition into State j after m additional transitions. When m = 1: 
( K P*(p,  1) = ~i=1 #iPil . . . . .  ~=1 ]~PiK) ---- #P  = 12, and P*(~, 2) = P*(Ii, 1) = 12P = #p2 fbr 
m = 2. We, therefore, obtain 
P*(~,m) = P* (fi, m-  i) = P* (~P,m-  I) = #pro. (6) 
Since P is TPz, Lemma 3 and the induction principle on m implies that P*(~, m) -- Gpm is 
also TP2. By using Lemma 8, equation (6) yields Proposition 2. 
LEMMA 8. If l~ ~_ V where l~,v E S and A = (ai~) is TP2, then I~A >-_ vA.  
PROPOSITION 2. /flZ >- L, where ~,v  C $, then P*(lz, m) _~ P* (v ,m) .  
Next, we treat similar probabilities leaving the decision out of consideration, i.e., we take 
account of the learning procedure regarding the unobservable state by using an observed wage of 
a currently available job offer. When prior information is ~, we first observe a wage depending 
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on the current state and improve information about it by using the Bayes' theorem. After 
that, we see time moving forward by one unit and thus this chain will make a transition into a 
new state according to P. Hence, whenever we say prior information about the state is #, the 
transition into the current state has been finished. For this case, let ]5(#, m)j be a probability 
to make a transition into State j after m additional transitions (j = 1, 2 . . . .  , K), and 15(#, m) = 
(p(#, m)~,..., P(#, .~) ~). 
For a vector valued function u(x) = (u1(x),... ,UK(X)) where f :  ui(x)dF(x) exists for a l l /  
(= 1,2 . . . .  ,K) ,  we use a notation f :u (x )  dF(z)  as f :u (x )  dF(x) = (.]~bul(x) dF (x ) , . . . ,  
J~b ttK(X)dF(x)) for the sake of simplicity in the subsequent discussions. 
When prior information about the unobservable state of the chain is #, since 15(#, 1) is a 
probability distribution on the state space at the next stage, we have 
/0 15(#, 1) = #(x)PdF~(x) = #(x) dF~,(x). (7) 
If prior information is # and a wage x of a current job offer is observed, posterior information 
will be #(x) at the next stage. For m 2, 15(#, 2) '~ ^ = = J0 P(#(x) ,  1) dF~(x) where 15(~, 2) is a 
probability distribution on the state space after two stages. Similarly to these cases, when prior 
information is #, 15(#,m) satisfies equation (8), since 15(#, m) is a probability distribution on 
the state space after m stages. 
15(.,.~) = f0~ p (#(~), m - ~) dF.(~), (s) 
with equation (7) for rn = 1. In order to observe these probabilities, we introduce an order in 
Definition 5. 
DEFINITION 5. For two vector valued nonnegative functions g(x) = (gl(x),. . .  ,gK(x)) and 
h(x) = (hi(x) . . . .  ,hg(x)) of z, if g(x)jh(x)i >_ g(x)ih(x)j for all i and j where i <_ j (i,j = 
1, 2, . . . ,  K), then g(x) is said to be greater than h(x) by means of TP2, or simply g(x) >- h(x). 
Concerning this order, Lemmas 9, 10, and Corollary 2 can be obtained. Since the inequality 
# ~_ v implies/2 >-_ P and #(x) ~ v(x) by Lemma 4, Corollaries 3 and 4 can be shown regarding 
the monotonic property of the integration of the vector valued function. By preparing these 
corollaries, the property regarding the probability 15(#, m) can be obtained in Proposition 3. 
LEMMA 9. If g(x) = (g(x) l , . . . ,  g(z)g) and h(x) = (h(X) l , . . . ,  h(X)K) are decreasing functions 
ofx and g(x) 5-_ h(x), then fo  g(x) dF(x) 5- fo  h(x) dF(x). 
COROLLARY 2. I f#  ~ V where p, v E $, then fo #(x)dF(x) ~ fo v(x) dF(x). 
LEMMA 10. I f#  ~_ I/ where #,b, E S and a vector valued function h(x) is a decreasing function 
of x, then j~o h(x)dF , (x )  >- fo  h(x) dFu(x). 
COROLLARY 3. I f#  5- v and g(x) 5- h(x), then fo  g(x)dF~,(x) ~_ fo  h(x)dF~(x).  
9 OO OO 
COROLLARY 4. I f#  ~ V, then Jo h(#,x)dFo(x) ~_ fo h(v,x)dFv(x) where h(#,x)  is an 
increasing function of # and a decreasing function of x. 
PROPOSITION 3. If lz ~_ U, then 15(#, m) >- 15(v, m), i.e., P(#, m) is an increasing function of#. 
PROOF. We employ the induction principle on m. When m = 1, if # >- v, then 15(#, 1) = 
,OO Jo #(x) dF~(x) and Corollary 2 imply 15(#,1) ~ 15(v, 1). Since #(x) 5-_ v(x), we have 
15(#(x), 1) 5-_ P(u(x) ,  1), and Corollary 4 implies 
P(#, 2) = 15 ~,  1 dF.(~) ~ 15 ~(x), 1 dF.(x) = P(. ,  2), 
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and, therefore, I5(#, 2) >- 15(~,, 2). 
By the induction assumption, if tt >-_ v, then P(tt, rn - 1) _ P(~,, m - 1). Since it(x) >-_ v(x), 
we also have 15(I,(x), m - 1) >,-_ 15(~,(x), m - 1). Corollary 4 implies 
I~(tt, m) = f0 ~176 
_./0 
._/o 
15 ( t t ( z ) ,m-1)  dFt,(x )
= 
and the proof is completed. | 
Finally, we will consider similar probabilities by giving consideration to the learning procedure 
and tile optimal policy. When prior information is #, after observing a wage x of the currently 
available job offer as a sample, information is improved as #(x) and the decision maker decides 
whether to take this job offer. If she does not accept his job offer, the time period moves forward 
by one unit and this chain will make a transition into a new state according to P, and information 
about the unobservable state becomes it(x). 
When there are n stages to go, suppose that prior information about the unobservable state 
is # and a wage of the current job offer is not observed at this time. Let ]3(#,n,m) j  be a 
probability to make a transition into State j after m additional transitions by employing the 
optimal policy (i,j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  K and m < n, n, m = 1, 2, . . .  ), i.e., the decision-maker observed 
the first n - m job offers without accepting each of them under the optimal policy and the state 
of the chain becomes j after n - m transitions. Since the optimal policy varies according to the 
remaining number of job offers, these/3(#, n, m)j depend on n. 
In order to consider these ]5(tt,n, rn)j , we initially observe the case m = 1. Suppose that 
a wage x of the currently available job offer is observed as a sample and this job is not ac- 
cepted by the decision-maker. In this time, we put tt* = #(x). Let /5'(t** ,n, 1)~ be a proba- 
bility to be in State j after making the next transition (j -= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  K),  then P'(tt*, n, 1) = 
(/3'(it*, n, 1)1,. . . , /5'( it*,  n, 1)K) satisfies the equations that /5,(#., n, 1)j = ~K=I pt~p,,j and 
15'(/z*,n, 1) = #P = #--z since the time period moves forward by one unit and this chain 
will make a transition into a new state whenever x E C(tt, n). Since it* = #(x), we have 
/5(tt, n, 1)j = fc(t,.n)P(tt(z) , n, 1)jdF~(z) = fc(t,,n)~K=I #(x)iPi,j dF~,(z). We, therefore, have 
the relationship between 15(/.t, n, 1) = (P(#,  n, 1)1, . . . ,  P(tt, n, 1)K) and P ' (# ,  n, 1) as 
(t*,-) (~,~) 
Next we consider the general case where m > 1. When prior information is tt and n job 
offers remain, /5(it ,n ,m) j  is a probability to make a transition into State j after m additional 
transitions under the optimal policy (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,  K and m < n, n, rn = 1, 2, . . .  ). In this case, 
a new job offer will appear with a wage depending on the state of the chain, and then make 
a decision whether to accept this job offer. Since this job search problem continues whenever 
x c C(lz, n), it is easy to show that P(t*, n, m)j satisfies the recursive quation as 
dF ,(x) (9) 
(~,n) 
similarly to the case where m = 1, and P(#,n,m) = (P(#,n,m) l , . . . ,P(#,n,m)K) .  Be- 
cause fs(~,n) dFt'(x) is a probability to accept the current job offer at this stage, we have 
~]Jr P(P,n,m)5 -< 1. Furthermore, # :Z_ v implies C(#,n) C C(v,n) by Lemma 6, i.e., 
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the probabil i ty to continue at some stage decreases as ju increases, and, on the other hand, the 
probabi l i ty to make a transit ion into the lower class increases as D increases. When the state of 
the chain is observable to the decision maker, Proposit ion 1 yields that IS(n, m) is TP2. On the 
contrary to this case, it is difficult to show such a property for I5(~, n, m), since the probabil it ies 
D(~(x) ,  n - 1,  m - 1)j vary according to the observed wage x of an arriving new job offer. This 
comes from the fact that the current state is not directly observed by the decision-maker and she 
only knows information regarding what a present state is. 
In this paper, we introduced some definitions (Definitions 1-4) by using the TP2 and used 
several properties concerning these orders under Assumptions 1 and 2 since the properties of 
the job search prob[em on a part ial ly observable Markov chain are considered. But here we 
skip the proofs due to l imitations of space. Concerning the TP2, Ki j ima [11] and Ki j ima and 
Ohnishi [12,13] also investigate the properties of TP2 from the financial optimization. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a job search problem on a part ial ly observable Markov chain is considered, where 
the current state is not known directly. This problem can be considered to sell an asset of one 
company as watching the movement of the stock market. It is usual that  the business ituation of 
this company cannot be directly observable, and these conditions are est imated through the stock 
price of this company in the stock market. If there is a state designating the default, then this 
problem is what t ime the stocks are sold off before becoming bankrupt,  and the probabil i ty to 
become bankrupt  is also observed. When the current state is observable, this probabi l i ty has TP2 
property, but it is not true when the current state is not known directly. The difficulty of these 
problems comes from the incompleteness about the knowledge of the current state as was shown 
in this paper. These problems can be considered when the state changes according to a partial ly 
observable Markov process or the diffusion process which is characterized by the total  positivity. 
It is also possible to apply this model to a sequential decision problem to make decisions before 
entering some part icular states. 
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